The China Quarterly Moruo's Hakka family from western Sichuan's Leshan. 11 And Zhang Guotao (Chang Kuo-t'ao), who was born in Jishui, Jiangxi and raised 1 in Pingxiang County, quotes his mother as saying that she didn't know why their Hakka ancestors had moved to the mountains on the Hunan-Jiangxi border during the Ming-Qing transition. 12 
Some Caveats
Taboo topics tempt researchers toward conspiracy theories and reductionism. Consideration of Hakka ties helps to clarify the view of modern China, but they are never explanatory in isolation. The high tide of Hakka leadership appears to rest on revolutionary status as much as ethnicity. The Hakka are only one of hundreds of subgroups which won the revolution, and ethnic bonds compete with dozens of other demands, even for Hakka politicians. Additional caveats include the difficulty of tracing ethnicity by birthplace, degrees of assimilation to dominant Han culture, and individual variations in world view.
Difficulty of tracing ethnicity by birthplace.
Explicit proof of Hakka roots is elusive, a problem Vincent Shih faced in writing Taiping history. 13 Chinese biographies virtually never mention Han subethnic ties, but they do scrupulously list birthplace, so Hakka insiders can decode a network of Hakka genealogies. Birthplace in one of the 33 countries which were pure Hakka in 1933 very strongly implies Hakka background. For this study, I count as Hakka people born in a pure Hakka or partial Hakka county who have supplemental Hakka documentation. Chen Yi, for example, chronicled his genealogy to his oldest son. Their ancestors left southern Hunan (Xinning County on the Guangxi border) in search of good land during the Qing transition, eventually settling in Sichuan, at Ma'an Village near Lezhi City in Yilong County, just a few kilometres from Zhu De's native village. The Secret History of the Hakkas 941 the additional 150 strongly-Hakka counties, for whom I find no additional documentation. 16 Eighty years ago, most Hakkas grew up in ethnically isolated villages. (Central Guangdong Hakkas were more likely to live in mixed Cantonese and/or southern Min districts.) 17 Impoverished background, early revolutionary activity in Hakka districts, ability to speak Hakka and life-long alliance with Hakka leaders reinforce the likelihood of Hakka roots. Explicit confirmation would require raising direct, often taboo questions with relatives or contemporaries.
Deeper investigation can document some probable Hakkas as definitely Hakka. Hu Yaobang, for example, was a poor peasant from Hunan's majority Hakka Liuyang county. At the age of 14 Hu walked 600 kilometres south to the overwhelmingly Hakka Jiangxi Soviet to do youth and propaganda work, tasks for which Hakka dialect would have been almost indispensible. 18 Wang Zhen, another Liuyang County native, left home at 13, fought as a guerrilla in Hunan's strongly Hakka Pingjiang County, then rose in communications and propaganda work in the Central Soviet before joining the Long March.
19 Liu Binyan, the People's Daily reporter, confirms that Deng Xiaoping, Chen Yi, Hu Yaobang and Wang Zhen are all Hakka. 20 Variable degrees of assimilation. Hakka identity varies. Ethnicity is classically defined by common race, religion, customs, and language. But Hakkas are genetically the same as other Han, and share very similar religion and customs. 21 Comparing Hakka identity with Jewish identity can be illuminating. In the United States Jews are scattered by diaspora and tiny in numbers (less than 2 per cent of the population). Individual Jews vary in assimilation and politics, from Christian convert Felix Mendelssohn to Zionist Chaim Weitzmann to feminist Gloria Steinem. Yiddish, which transcended political boundaries, once provided the very name for European Jewish solidarity, Yiddish keit. And language is the most important Hakka unifier, even though many Hakka have long been multilingual. Ye Jianying himself attended a Cantonese primary school, then spoke Mandarin at the Yunnan Military Academy. 22 Zhu De used Mandarin to study for the 25 The role of Hakkas among the Nationalists must remain beyond the scope of this study, but it will probably prove even more hidden than in socialist accounts. Certainly Chiang Kai-shek's inner circle of fellow Zhejiang natives formed a major barrier to Hakka political aspirations.
The Roots of Hakka Obscurity
First studies of taboo topics can only sketch lines for future inquiry, as early feminist, gay and black history were forced to do. The secrecy surrounding Hakka history means that many findings must be given tentatively, in terms of "probable" Hakkas and "contributing factors." No other Han subgroup approaches the Hakka combination of diaspora, stigma, pride and silent solidarity against outsiders. The Worldwide Hakka Federation has many members outside the mainland, but its anti-communist and Christian constituencies are reluctant to discuss Party history. Non-Chinese sources often openly discuss ethnicity, but are all too often uninformed or vague.
Why are Hakkas so obscure? Revealing the concentration of Hakka leaders would certainly fuel charges of nepotism. But other, more neutral trends mask Hakka importance: Han unity, bad fit with official historical categories, and the stigma of rootlessness. This stigmatized subculture of migration and self-reliance produced many precedents for reforms which the communists later promoted nationwide as modern and revolutionary.
The ideal of Han unity. Seamless cultural unity is a Han ideal which the Hakka share. Chinese traditionally abhor public discussion of subethnic divisions as encouraging the all-too-frequent blood feuds and civil wars. Ordinary people share this reticence, as when an elderly Hakka villager in Hong Kong's New Territories told an anthropologist, "I really don't like to talk about the Hakkas and other Chinese. This issue has disturbed the unification of the Chinese race."
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Hakkas who achieve national success glory in their achievements as Chinese; ethnic labelling seems factional and graceless. Rulers from the Qinshi emperor to Mao Zedong are hailed for unifying the empire, whatever the cost.
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Sun Yat-sen, who despairingly called China a "plate of loose sand," provides the ultimate example of a national leader whose Hakka roots, if any, cannot be documented securely. Non-Hakka southerners would be horrified if they were, for Sun is always discussed as a national hero, "The father of the country" (Guo Fu). "Sun the silent," as his biographer called him, did not refer to himself as Hakka, but Hakka historians claim him as their own. 28 Details from Sun's life are provocative. His family were recent migrants to the multi-surname village of Chong Hung (Mandarin: Cuiheng), in a mixed Hakka-Yue Cantonese area of the Pearl River Delta. Local Hakkas were quite assimilated, but marauders frequently attacked the fortress-like village houses. Sun attended a village school which admitted girls. The schoolmaster, a Taiping veteran, inspired Sun with tales of Hong Xiuquan. Most Chong Hung men worked overseas, and at 13 Sun joined his older brother in Hawaii, was said to have spoken Hakka there, and was nicknamed "Hong Xiuquan." Sun described how when on trips back to his home village, "the first matter for my care was to see my rifle was in order and to make sure plenty of ammunition was still left. I had to prepare for action for the night." 29 26. He also described how the British had used ethnicity to divide and conquer. and the North River highlands. In the third many Hakkas claimed untended land on the south-east Guangdong coast during the early Qing (1644-1800). Others, like Chen Yi's kin, moved up to the Hunan-Jiangxi border. By 1800 Hakkas had also settled permanently in Guangxi, Hainan, Taiwan and famine-depopulated Sichuan. 36 The fourth migration came in the mid-19th century, after nearly a million died in the Hakka-Bendi land wars, and in the aftermath of the Taiping Rebellion (1850-64). Hakkas dispersed further away from Guangdong, into Sichuan, Hong Kong and overseas.
The word "Hakka" is as blatant a brand of impoverished wandering as "Gypsy" or "Okie." It was originally a hostile outside coinage, the Cantonese pronunciation of the characters for "guest family," "settlers" (Mandarin pronunciation is kejia). "Guest" is often pejorative in Chinese. Jia is used in derisive names for minorities, but not for other Han except the even more benighted Danjia (Tanga, Tanka) boat people. Old population registers called migrants from outside a province keji "guest population." Many keji are Hakka; Zhu De used this term to identify himself as Hakka.
37 (Keji can also refer to the impoverished "shed people" (peng min) migrants.
38 ) Longsettled Han call themselves "locals," "natives" bendi (punti), literally "rooted in the soil." In Guangdong bendi implies Cantonese. But long-settled Fujian and Jiangxi Hakkas also call themselves bendi. Other Hakkas have no special name for themselves, but, if pressed, describe themselves as "Tingzhou people," for the small Fujian town which 90 per cent of Hakka forebears passed through. Guangdong and Hong Kong Hakkas prefer a more courteous "guest person" (kereri) form.
39 Non-Chinese sometimes wonder whether the Hakkas are a national minority (shaoshu minzu), but this, implying that they fall outside the glories of Han civilization, outrages them. Guangdong Hakkas protested against a 1930s government publication which described them as "barbarous" and "speaking a bird-like chatter." 40 Hakkas also complained about a 1958 Beijing University publication which referred to them as "a national minority." 41 Greater Han ethnicity as a "Han race/group" (Han zu) belongs to the "civilized and civilizing" Han 94 per cent of the population, an identity which exists only in opposition to small numbers of "real" minorities such as the Yao or the Tibetans. Han sub-ethnics typically refer to themselves simply as "people" (reri), specified as Hakka or Min orWu. The China Quarterly •
Stigmatized Cultural Traits Useful in Revolution ;
Hakka identity does not centre on birthplace but on ancestry and culture. Migrants repeatedly dug up their ancestors' bones and carried \ them in jars to new settlements. Hakkas, in fact, see themselves as more Chinese than other Han, as preservers of ancient northern Han culture. Thus Hakka associations are called "Associations for those who revere the true Chinese tradition" (Chongzheng Hui from chongbai "revere" and zheng long "the true tradition"). The Yue and the Min deride the Hakkas as trouble-makers, as poor, stingy, crude fighters who overwork their women and remain hopelessly clannish. Hakka historians herald many of the same traits as adaptations to mobility, conflict and poverty, which yield strong women, military prowess, a useful common language and an openness to innovation, traits which they claim underlie both traditional Chinese culture and continued progress:
Carrying with them the culture of Central China the Hakkas have built a great mobile army, rich in the pioneer spirit. They have built roads where no roads went before. They founded homes in the wilderness. They have offered hope and promise. Thus, they do not have a narrow concept of territory and are not strongly tied to any one local region. Having a very cosmopolitan outlook, they feel at home anywhere in China. 42 The stigmatized traits merit further discussion, for socialist revolution eventually adapted many of them nation-wide, carefully avoiding any mention of parallels in Hakka tradition.
History of conflict.
Chinese traditionally avoid discussing unresolved conflict. Northerners may not know what a Hakka is. But the Yue and Min do: their great-grandfathers fought them. Cantonese gazetteers often referred to Hakkas as "Hakka bandits" (kefei), and Hakka gentry as "rebel chieftains" (ke shen) or "bandit chieftains" (zei shou). 43 Hakkas, as late migrants, often ended up with hilly, marginal land, or squatted on land deserted by war, famine or plague. Conflict was inevitable when the original owners returned. The central government, however, sometimes backed Hakkas when it feared sedition. When the Ming Taizu emperor feared rebellion in the border area between Hunan and Jiangxi, he drove the original population off with high taxes, and Hakkas later moved onto the vacated land. 44 The early Qing suppressed rebellion by evacuating the coast in 1660. Fujian and Guangdong were worst affected; as many as 90 per cent of the coastal Cantonese died. Few returned after resettlement was allowed in 1684, so the Hakkas moved in. 45 The Kangxi emperor paid south-eastern Hakkas in silver to repopulate 42 Poverty. Hakka migrants not only had bad land, but less time to develop the local connections so essential for accumulating wealth. In pure-Hakka western Fujian in the 1920s, 85 per cent of the population were tenant farmers who paid between 60 and 80 per cent of their crop in rent. Peasants ate rice for only three months of the year. More than 90 per cent of the men were illiterate, and more than 25 per cent were jobless wanderers (liumang wuchan), compared to 5 per cent nation-wide. 47 In the country as a whole Hakkas were much less likely The China Quarterly to be landlords than other Han, and far more likely to work as miners, or making paper, salt or textiles. 48 Scholarship and open mindedness. The Hakka scholarly tradition is not widely known, but an unusually high number passed the imperial exams. Eighty per cent of Meixian males were literate a century ago, while many Hakkas studied in Europe or Japan. In 1934 even impoverished Xunwu County in the Jiangxi Soviet had 400 living xiucai scholars who had passed the imperial exam. Mao estimated that 40 per cent of Xunwu males were at least minimally literate, though he stressed that half of these knew only 200 characters. 49 Nevertheless, Yan'an was only 1 per cent literate in the same period. Hakkas could also be more receptive than other Han to new, even heterodox, ideas. They continue to cherish their meticulously-kept family trees, but religion and ancestor worship are often less elaborate than among other Han. Families honour a single ancestor tablet, not a whole altar full. Hakka shamans also abounded, and Hakkas converted disproportionately to Christianity. 50 In the late 1920s Xunwu City, a market town of 2,600, had five churches (and 20 brothels); Shanghang, Fujian, had six churches which occupied onesixth of the city land."
Strong women. Hakka women adapted to their lifestyle with physical strength and self-reliance. Except for a few members of the upper class, they have never bound their feet. Women traditionally kept substantial cash reserves from their dowries, nursed their own children and worked for cash outside the home. Even today Hong Kong Hakka women often work in markets or on construction sites. Hakka tradition also strongly encouraged monogamy, and discouraged daughter-selling, concubinage and prostitution. 52 Poverty often forced Hakka males overseas, so the women ploughed the home fields and handled the money. Women's self-sufficiency also promoted a relative freedom of association between the sexes, as well as a tradition of women's love songs, and public protest as voiced in bridal and funeral laments.
Military prowess.
of women workers and officials. The earliest recruits were Hakka tenant farmers and miners, followed by soldiers, blacksmiths, barbers and masons, all disproportionately Hakka trades. Some 3,000 joined after defeat in a battle with the Bendi. (In Guangdong, however, many Bendi joined the Taiping, then tried to expel the Hakkas.) 54 After the Hakka-Bendi wars of 1864-67 killed nearly a million, including tens of thousands in Taiwan, the government moved many Hakkas out of Guangdong, and set Hakka quotas for military and civil service exams.
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Hakka militance and separatism remained a serious problem in the Republican era. The Hakka warlord Chen Jiongming, a native of Haifeng, fought for the secession of eastern Guangdong and western Fujian in the 1920s. Chen had served as governor of Guangdong and commanded the Guangdong Army. His cousin, General Chen Jiongguang, backed the secession efforts before Sun Yat-sen deposed them. 56 Paramilitary fraternal organizations were especially common among the poorer hilltop Hakkas. 57 Many were Taiping admirers or descendants. Zhu De was a member of the anti-Manchu Older Brother Society (Ge Lao Hui), one of several brotherhoods which ran special "reception bureaus" in the Soviets. 58 The Hakka settlement at one village often cannot communicate with its close neighbours, Hakka is clearly intelligible across its entire territory. Recent migration, frequent travel, and solidarity allow it to serve as a lingua franca as Yiddish once did. Sichuan Hakkas who visited Guangzhou in 1976 overheard some teenagers speaking a dialect identical to their own. They turned out to come from the Guangdong branch of the family which had migrated to Sichuan's Yilong County two centuries before. Zhu De's family had followed the same route. 66 Foreign scholars attest that Meixian Hakka is understandable in Sichuan. 67 Strategic uses for Hakka language. Hakkas have long used their language strategically. They developed an early written vernacular, an innovation especially valuable when classical style prevailed. The Taiping kings objected to linguistic barriers between scholars and commoners. Hakka vernacular strongly influenced Taiping documents, reinforced group identity and promoted literacy. The distinctive style also helped mislead the enemy, especially in coded military documents. 68 Communist reliance on Hakka as a common language helps explain how organizers from all over China managed to communicate with illiterate peasants in the linguistically-splintered south.
A Hakka-based underground railway supported an intelligence network in the Soviets. 69 Hakka women, long a familiar sight walking along the ridge tops to market, did extensive reconnaissance. 70 Messages went from Ruijin to Meixian to Shantou, and then by boat to Shanghai. No radio sets reached the Soviets until the early 1930s, 71 and on the Long March code books were often missing, so messages had to be sent uncoded. Transmission in Hakka, with circumlocution, provided a partial shield, much as Navajo was successfully adapted for top secret American military dispatches during the Second World War. As the early Long March moved through the Hakka settlements, Hakkas were better able to question local people and beg favours. They also had more experience with minorities. Even today many of the She people in the south-east mountains speak Hakka. 72 
Hakkas in Socialist Revolution
Hakka militance made many receptive to Marxism. Orthodox Marxists targeted the proletariat, and some of the earliest worker organizations developed among Hakka workers in southern cities far away from family ties. Many Guangzhou rickshaw pullers were Hakkas from Hai-Lu-Feng; Peng Pai organized them successfully. 73 Most members of the early anarchist-organized unions of barbers and tea-house clerks were also Hakka. 74 Many Hakkas were miners, and many of the most militant mined coal in pure-Hakka Shanghang, Fujian, and at Anyuan, Jiangxi, just five kilometres south of the heavily-Hakka Pingxiang City. 75 Mao went down the shafts at both sites, but Li Lisan was the most important labour organiser. Li was a probable Hakka, born to an impoverished family in Liling County, Hunan, just over the border from Anyuan. He organized the 13,000 Anyuan miners and mechanics for the 1922 strike which was one of the most important worker actions. Anyuan workers survived brutal reprisals to support the 1927 Autumn Harvest Uprising. 76 Li eventually became the main proponent of proletarian revolution at Central Party headquarters in Shanghai.
Peasant revolution struck orthodox Marxists as implausible if not absurd. But peasants were 80 per cent of the population, while workers were less than three-tenths of 1 per cent. 77 Hakka peasants were particularly receptive. Mao investigated rural Hunan in 1927, and reported that about half the peasants were organized. Hakkas were only 1 per cent of the Hunan population, but five of the 13 countries which Mao judged "almost completely organized" were heavily Hakka. 78 The China Quarterly 1931 the Central Soviet moved near this area (Number 2). The capital at Ruijin was in a pure Hakka county guarded by mountains 1,000 metres high. The Central Soviet eventually controlled 20 counties. Four were pure Hakka (Ruijin, Huichang, Anyuan and Xunwu); most of the remainder were heavily so (especially Yudu, Xingguo, Ningdu, Shicheng and Guangchang). Only two fell outside Hakka territory (Nanfeng and Liquan). "Provincial" Soviet capitals tended to be Hakka as well. 82 The South-west Jiangxi Soviet at the Jinggang Mountains (Number 3) was strongly Hakka, (particularly Ninggang, Suiquan, Yongxin and Chaling Counties). 83 The Hunan-Jiangxi Soviet (Number 4) included the heavily Hakka Pingjiang and Xiushou Counties. The East Sichuan Soviet (Number 5), organized in Hakka country by Sichuan Hakka Zhang Guotao, centred around the miserably poor highland towns of Bazhong, whose residents were in rags, and Tongjiang, where 1,000 families supported 200 opium dens. 84 The North-east Jiangxi-Fujian Soviet (Number 6) fell largely in Min and Gan territory, although its capital at Hengfeng has many Hakkas. Soviets outside Hakka territory include the West Guangxi Soviet (Number 7) at some distance from the Hakka settlements in eastern Guangxi. However, many of its organizers, including Deng Xiaoping, moved to the Jiangxi Soviet, then made the Long March. The Hubei-Henan-Anhui Soviet (Number 8), and the West HunanHubei Soviet (Number 9), are far outside Hakka country. Hakkas are not native to Yan'an or Shaanxi.
Ethnic conflict. Ethnic conflict caused chronic problems. Mao's report from the Jinggang Mountains describes the Hakka-native conflict as "a peculiar feature" of the border counties, one which weakened the revolution because it undercut class struggle. Mao apparently could not bring himself to use the word "Hakka" (Kejia), and uses "settler" (keji) instead. (He may have been trying to avoid inflammatory language; or Beijing editors may have changed his wording.) The "settlers," Mao explained, lived on bad, hilly land, were oppressed by the "natives" (bendi), and had "never had any political rights. They welcomed the revolution, thinking that 'their day had come'." Conflicts were worst in Ninggang, Suiquan, Ling and Chaling Counties -each strongly Hakka. Landlords would claim that settlers were about to massacre the natives, and call in troops. When the Red Army left, the settlers would re-take native land. The Party had extreme difficulty making settlers return seized property:
In theory, this rift between the native inhabitants and the settlers ought not to extend into the exploited classes or workers or peasants, much less into the Communist Party. But it does, and it persists by force of long tradition Inside the Party, education must be intensified 85 In late 1927 the only real Red Army was the local, heavily Hakka HaiLu-Feng Army. 86 Its commander, Zhu De, joined forces with his old Berlin classmate, Ye Ting, a Hakka from Huiyang, Guangdong, who, like Zhu, had supported Chen Jiongming. After the defeat of the Nanchang Uprising, Zhu and Ye retreated with 2,000 troops, still under the Nationalist flag, to the pure Hakka Sanheba district between Meixian and Dapu, then south to the safety of the Hai-LuFeng Soviet. 87 By 1929 Zhu De, backed by Chen Yi, wanted to "enlarge communist operations" into the Hakka heartland of eastern Guangdong and south-west Fujian. Mao opposed this as bad strategy. Zhu carried out his raids alone. 88 But he was defeated in central Fujian, and Mao reasserted his power with his essay "On correcting mistaken ideas in the Party."
89 By 1930 the Central Committee opposed setting up Soviets on the Guangdong-Fujian-Jiangxi border as a "conservative error." 90 Western Fujian guerrillas defied orders with an attempt to liberate the Hakka heartland all the way to Meixian. They linked up with Fang Fang and the East River guerrillas, but were defeated by May 1931. 91 Yet in June Li Lisan called for the liberation of all Jiangxi, then a march to Wuhan, and by July the Western Fujian Soviet vowed to liberate the whole nation, starting with Hakka country. They proceeded to attack on their own just over the Guangdong border at Dapu, but were defeated again, and by September their numbers had dropped from 3,000 to 400.
Yet Fujian rebels grew increasingly radical, particularly in Longyan, on the border between Hakka and Min country. Youth gangs forced women to bob their hair, banned incense and ritual candles, and forbade people to worship gods, sweep tombs or tell fortunes. A ban on extravagant weddings forbade dowries, banquets and gifts down to the bride's parents' gift of a chicken. Such moves, coming largely from Hakkas, disproportionately affected the more prosperous and rituallyactive Min. Vigorous negative reaction led to a harsh purge. 92 Even so, at the Ningdu revolt in December 1931, an entire Nationalist Army of The China Quarterly 20,000 mostly-Hakka men defected to the communists. 93 Other rebels established a People's Revolutionary Government in Fuzhou (a northern Min area), which the Politburo suppressed.
Long March separatism and survival. Preparations for the Long March were minimal. Xiao Ke later recalled that his troops made the entire trek with just one map, a page torn from a high school history text. 94 Zhou Enlai did much of such planning as was done, along with Comintern adviser Otto Braun (Li De), Zhu De, and the guerrilla Su Yu. Zhou negotiated a relatively smooth evacuation with Hakka warlord Chen Jitang. Ren Bishi (a Hunan Xiang, like Mao) and Xiao Ke (a probable Hakka) scouted the early route around Xiao's native Jiahe, Hunan near the Guangdong border (Map 4). Xiao and Ren proposed establishing a new Soviet there, a plan which the Party Centre vetoed immediately.
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The main flank of marchers left the Central Soviet on 18 October 1934. Zhu De led the First Army with 86,000 troops and supporters; Ye Jianying was chief of staff. An extremely high percentage of the foot soldiers were Hakka, including some 20,000 western Fujian locals. Mao, who had been exiled to pure-Hakka Wudu County in Jiangxi, joined the march when it passed through. Peasants along the route were often angry and out of supplies, but casualties remained low until the marchers moved outside Hakka territory at the Xiang River. Nie Rongzhen, a probable Hakka from Sichuan who had attended middle school with Deng Xiaoping, later described the difficulty of leading fractious troops while the leadership itself was split. As many as 25,000 marchers deserted before the first major battle; desertions were especially common among the heavily Hakka Eighth and Ninth Corps. Some 20,000 died in the fight to cross the Xiang River, leaving only 30,000. Morale improved briefly with a proposal to create a Guizhou-Yunnan-Sichuan Soviet, partly in Hakka country, but Nationalist attacks forced the march to continue. 98 Zhu De was general commander, Zhang Guotao the political commissar and Liu Bocheng the chief of staff. Liu was a probable Hakka, born to a travelling musician in eastern Sichuan's Kai County. 99 Zhang Guotao proclaimed a new Central Committee and Politburo, then an All-Sichuan Soviet. 100 Zhu De and Liu Bocheng later rationalized their service on the rival Central Committee by claiming that Zhang had kidnapped them. 101 Some 30,000 First Army troops stayed behind in the Hakka homeland near Ruijin. These were largely sickly, local men with just one gun for every three soldiers. 102 The Central Committee may have found Hakka peasants more expendable, for it left orders that "those working personnel who were natives of the Soviet area should stay behind as much as possible to carry on the struggle." 103 Their commander, Chen Yi, lacked the code to decipher the final message from the Party. In two months the Nationalists took over 16,000 prisoners. 104 Even so Hakka counties fared better than others in the resistance. Seasoned Nationalist troops from Guangdong had particular difficulty fighting there because they did not speak Hakka.
The China Quarterly Dacun, Tan Zhenlin, Tan Cheng and Fang Fang, led raids in the mountains. Party leaders in Yan'an gave them up for dead, but in 1938 remnants of this force emerged to form the New Fourth Army.
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Fewer than 20,000 Long Marchers reached Yan'an. Once there, the use of Mandarin cooled southern ethnic rivalries by putting all dialect speakers at a disadvantage. 107 Mao was probably ambivalent about Hakkas, grateful for their militance but relieved to have their power diluted. As Mao consolidated his power, he tried to integrate urban revolutionaries with the rural base. The 1942 rectification campaign also attempted to unify these factions. New rural investigations forced both Long Marchers and Shanghai intellectuals to focus on issues relevant to Yan'an, an area which Hakka guerrillas must have found almost as unfamiliar as Jiang Qing did.
Rectification also targeted abuses often associated with Hakka guerrillas: "adventurism" and "mountaintopism" (shantou zhuyi), the tendency for border region commanders to ignore central authority and stress their own importance. Only the armies of the highly-educated Liu Bocheng and Chen Yi consistently co-ordinated actions.
108 Zhang Guotao joined the Nationalists after a final dispute. Professional soldiers and the guerrillas were also divided. Soldiers from the Central Soviet "considered themselves intellectually and socially superior to the ruffians from the wilds of western Hunan."
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Chen Yi urged the factions to learn from one another. Uneducated local volunteers tended to put local needs first, but were seasoned fighters. Soldiers from the Central Soviet might be formally trained, but they knew little about the local language, people or topography. Chen stressed that outsiders needed to study local customs and integrate themselves into the community.
Certain 124 Deng cleverly highlighted his own role in early communism by using the Maoist legacy in 1981-82. Deng had worked in pure-Hakka Xunwu County, so he argued that both he and Mao had been there "seeking truth from facts." He also published many rural investigations from 1934-43, including Mao's report from Xunwu which had been omitted from the definitive 1967 edition of Mao's Selected Works. Deng authorized a new edition to include the report, then published his own Selected Works in 1983. Officially-sanctioned histories elevated Deng's role on the Long March, even claiming that "it never occurred to this old adherent of Mao's to follow Zhang Guotao." As Deng consolidated his power a flood of Long March memoirs appeared. 125 Ye Ting came to symbolize resistance to Maoist oppression. Popular posters showed him dressed in a long cape, writing poems on the wall of his prison cell and there was a flattering portrait and biography of him in the long-delayed 1979 Ci Hai. Newspapers published poignant accounts of reunions between Long March heroes and the children they had been forced to leave behind with Hakka peasants. 126 Fewer than 1,000 Long Marchers survived into the 1980s, but they climbed back into power. 129 The Hakka heritage of capable women is not apparent at this level, though Nie Li, the daughter of Marshal Nie Rongzhen, is a colonel-general.
Continued Poverty in Hakka Country
Despite the successes of individual politicians, Hakka districts remain bitterly poor. Peasant lifespan has doubled since 1949 and income has risen, but none of the Yan'an, Hakka or other inland peasants have prospered. Hakka leaders evidently avoided pumping gigantic sums into their home districts, and in any case the extreme poverty and population density of Hakka country overwhelmed whatever aid did arrive. Deng Xiaoping's home county, for example, has the only silk factory backed by foreign capital in the whole of China, as well as half a million dollars in foreign aid. But by official standards, it is still a poor county. 130 The only major investment which may have benefited Hakkas more than other peasants was the Third Front industrial development of 1964-71. Even then, the motive was not rural development but national security. China felt threatened by the USSR and the United States, and so built heavy industry in the interior far from coastal attack. Whole railway lines and factories were moved inland, largely to areas over 500 metres in altitude. The Sichuan highlands, including some of the remote western Long March route and the old Shaan-Chuan base, received much of the earliest investment. 131 Most of Guangdong's "little Third Front" centred on Shaoguan prefecture, twelve especially rocky, mostly Hakka counties on the Hunan border. 132 Third Front investment also built factories in old Fujian base areas including Changting (Tingzhou) and Qingliu, counties so poor that land reformers had classed people as landlords if they had sweet potatoes to eat. Xiamen Red Guards made their way there in 1967 to recruit the peasants whom they had heard were "brave but ignorant, and therefore easier to command." But the city teenagers found the language barrier presented "the greatest difficulty," and became ill on the local diet. One banker's son delivered his ultimate insult: western Fujian was like "Black Africa." 133 By the 1980s many Third Front enterprises had closed. Investment had never been adequate and many enterprises were not viable economically. But their loss was a serious local blow, for little new investment appeared. 134 A PLA munitions factory in Changting moved to the more prosperous Min-speaking coast where it now makes motorcycle parts and brassieres. Every single Hakka worker and dependent eagerly relocated to Fuzhou. 135 Meixian prefecture also remained poor, for it includes three of the four poorest counties in Guangdong (Wuhua, Fengshun and Dapu). In the late 1980s, Vogel noted that many villages were still not connected by paved roads; even Meixian City was 12 hours from Guangzhou by car. (Air service began in 1987.) Meixian had no major hotel, and department stores did not stock towels because people dried themselves on rags. Meixian does have one of Guangdong's few key schools outside Guangzhou, thanks to Ye Jianying's patronage, but classes are very traditional. Meixian is also the single remaining inland area of Guangdong to export migrants. Overseas descendants outnumber current residents by 2:1, but the Hakka stress on professional rather than commercial success led sons and daughters to become soldiers, bureaucrats or teachers, with little cash to invest back home. Xiamen and Guangzhou have thriving overseas outreach and scholarship, but Meixian publishes few books on Hakka history, and had no research institute. However most Meixian people still speak Hakka. 136 The language does have some economic clout; Fuzhou and Xiamen newspapers advertise Hakka lessons for entrepreneurs with expanding businesses in Southeast Asia.
